ABSTRACT: The oxidation state of titanium in titanium dioxide is commonly assumed to be +4. This assignment is based on the ionic approximation and is used ubiquitously to rationalize phenomena observed with TiO 2 . It implies a charge state +4 and that no further oxidation of the metal center is possible. We present a comprehensive electronic structure investigation of Ti ions, TiO 2 molecules, and TiO 2 bulk crystals using different density functional theory and wave function-based approaches, which shows that the charge state of Ti is +3. Specifically, there is evidence of a significant remaining contribution from valence s and d electrons of Ti, including the presence of a nuclear cusp around the Ti core. The charge corresponding to valence s and d states of Ti amounts to 1 e. This suggests the possibility of further oxidation of Ti in TiO 2 compounds and challenges the commonly assumed picture of assigning the oxidation state of Ti in titania to +4. T itanium dioxide (TiO 2 ) is a material widely used in numerous technologies. TiO 2 polymorphs are large-bandgap semiconductors, which makes them suitable for applications in photocatalysis and solar cells 1−3 and as promising electrode materials for Li-ion and Na-ion batteries due to their potentially high capacity, cycling stability, and charge/discharge rate. 4, 5 The band structure of titania compounds was reported extensively, commonly describing the valence band as being primarily composed of O 2p states and the conduction band mostly consisting of Ti 3d contributions. 6, 7 At the same time, the density of states shows other less important contributions, notably from Ti 3d states in the valence band.
T itanium dioxide (TiO 2 ) is a material widely used in numerous technologies. TiO 2 polymorphs are large-bandgap semiconductors, which makes them suitable for applications in photocatalysis and solar cells 1−3 and as promising electrode materials for Li-ion and Na-ion batteries due to their potentially high capacity, cycling stability, and charge/discharge rate. 4, 5 The band structure of titania compounds was reported extensively, commonly describing the valence band as being primarily composed of O 2p states and the conduction band mostly consisting of Ti 3d contributions. 6, 7 At the same time, the density of states shows other less important contributions, notably from Ti 3d states in the valence band. 8, 9 The commonly accepted picture of the ionic oxidation states in TiO 2 is a quadruply charged Ti 4+ cation held together with O 2− anions by highly ionic bonds, an assumption based on qualitative MO considerations. 10, 11 Indeed, the often-cited basis for the assumption of Ti 4+ , photoelectron spectroscopy, relied on these very considerations to interpret XPS peaks. 12, 13 There does not seem to be direct, independent experimental evidence of the absolute charge or oxidation state. More recent quantum chemical computations, on the other hand, predict the mentioned 3d contributions to the TiO 2 valence band and an additional small fraction of 4s states in periodic titania systems. Furthermore, several charge analysis techniques such as Mulliken 14 or Bader 15 charge analysis predict a significant charge remainder at the Ti centers in TiO 2 polymorphs, suggesting Ti−O bonds with stronger covalent character. 16, 17 The computed charge states significantly lower than +4 are usually assumed to result from the (imperfect) definitions of charge transfer measures and have not led to questioning of the assumed Ti 4+ state. The assumption of Ti 4+ is used ubiquitously to rationalize phenomena observed with TiO 2 and related materials, such as doping or Li/Na insertion, which are said to lead to the formation of Ti 3+ states. 18, 19 While the commonly used definition of the oxidation state does not require equal charge and oxidation state, 20 it implies a charge state of +4 and no possibility of further oxidation. The aim of this work is to analyze the electronic structure of titania, systematically compare different charge measures on different titania systems, and, most importantly, quantify the remaining charge on the Ti centers in those systems independently of the shortcomings of common charge partitioning schemes. In some cases, assignment of computed charges can reliably be made to charge states significantly different from nominal charges returned by Mulliken or Bader charges; see, for example, refs 21 and 22. Should the nominal computed charges of Ti in TiO 2 , which are very different from +4, be still assigned to Ti
4+
? In this work, we establish a charge state of +3 in a way that may question the common assumption about the Ti oxidation state.
We proceeded as follows: First, spherically averaged densities of a single Ti atom in different oxidation states were compared among each other and with different methods for a comparison of the valence densities obtained from DFT and wave functionbased methods and to determine characteristic features of the density distribution, such as evidence of the nuclear cusp. Second, spherically averaged densities for single TiO 2 molecules were analyzed and different charge analyses (Mulliken, Bader, Hirshfeld 23 ) applied, again with different methods, to quantify the charge remainder at the Ti center. Last, density distributions and charge remainders were computed for the periodic titania systems rutile and anatase to give an estimation of the atomic charge of Ti in solid TiO 2 compounds. Additionally, cumulative charges obtained as charge density integrated over the radial distance from the Ti centers were computed to verify the charge analysis schemes and to relate the spherically averaged density profile and the band structure to the Ti charge state in titania. We conclude that a valence charge corresponding to one electron remains on Ti within a radius significantly smaller than the Ti−O bond length; the charge state is therefore +3, raising the question about the appropriateness of the ionic model as a basis for conceptual understanding of the Ti oxidation state in TiO 2 .
Spherically averaged valence densities for a single Ti center in different oxidation states are shown in Figure 1 ). 24, 25 As can be seen from Figure 1 , CAS-SCF is the only method that is capable of predicting the correct ground states of both Ti + and Ti 2+ due to the multiconfigurational character of the wave functions. Also in Figure 1 , the cumulative charge around Ti n+ within a sphere of a given radius is shown; this charge converges to 4, 3, 2, and 1 e for Ti 0 , Ti + , Ti
2+
, and Ti
3+
, respectively. Two qualitative features of the spherically averaged radial valence density can be identified with all methods: first, a local maximum of electron density at a radial distance of approximately 0.2−0.4 Å from the nucleus, which corresponds to d-type contributions because it is present even in the absence of s-type valence density; second, a local maximum of the averaged valence density close to the Ti nuclear position, whose occurrence is connected to remaining s-contributions because the radial node of basis functions with l > 0 leads to a steep decrease and vanishing of d-type density close to the nucleus. The cumulative charges show that a significant fraction of the overall charge is contained in a sphere including the s-and dtype peaks, and it integrates to unity between 0 and 0.6 or 0.9 Å for Ti 0 or Ti
2+
, respectively. The lack of valence electrons in Ti 4+ results in a zero average valence density over the whole space. In the case of an eventually occurring, fully oxidized Ti center in TiO 2 compounds, no peak at r → 0 nor a peak between 0.2 and 0.4 Å is expected.
For a TiO 2 molecule, the lowest-energy geometry obtained with B3LYP/cc-pVDZ (see Computational Details in the Supporting Information) is a bent structure with a Ti−O distance of 1.635 Å and a bond angle of 111.75°. Because O− Ti−O angles in rutile are either 90 or 180°and in anatase they are around 77, 102, and 180°, we decided to include a linear (14, 16) , CCSD, and PBE with the cc-pVDZ basis set. The spatial coordinate r corresponds to the radial distance from the Ti center. The gray, dashed lines indicate the cumulative numbers of electrons within the spheres of corresponding radius. The CAS (16, 14) curve is scaled by a factor of 0.3 for a better comparison. molecular species as another model system as well. Although not a local minimum of the potential energy surface (PES), a linear structure with a Ti−O distance of 1.699 Å, lying about 2 eV above the bent species, was identified as a saddle point on the molecular PES. The obtained parameters are in good agreement with previously reported molecular geometries of TiO 2 .
26 Figure 2 shows the spherically averaged radial valence density for both geometries and the same methods utilized for the isolated ions (see Computational Details in the Supporting Information).
As can be seen in Figure 2 , a local maximum of the density in the vicinity of the Ti nucleus as well as a local maximum at around 0.3 Å from Ti occurs in both cases and for all used methods. This is similar to the case of Ti ions shown in Figure  1 . Also similarly to the case of Ti ions, the cumulative charge reaches unity at around 0.7 Å, including most of the identified Ti s-and d-type density contributions, suggesting one remaining Ti electron at the metal center within a sphere with a radius of approximately 40−43% of the Ti−O bond length.
The resulting curve in Figure 2 for CAS-SCF is scaled by a factor of 0.3 for better comparison. The CAS (16, 14) values show noticeable deviations from the other methods, predicting an even larger density remainder at the Ti atom, indicating again a strong influence of static correlation, which is expected to be lower in the octahedrally coordinated Ti in periodic systems. Despite obvious quantitative deviations, the CAS-SCF curve shows the above-mentioned characteristic points; the pronounced cusp-like maximum at r = 0 is not very visible due to the grid resolution. Remaining electron density on Ti is also predicted by the three types of charge analyses chosen, as shown in Table 1 .
The charge measures vary significantly among different charge analysis methods, while they agree well between different electronic structure methods used for the same charge analysis method. For oxygen, the respective values obtained were approximately −0.3 with Mulliken, −1.1 with Bader, and −0.5 with Hirshfeld charge analysis (for a list of all oxygen values, see Table S1 in the Supporting Information).
To exclude the possibility of the shown valence density increase at the Ti center being predominantly caused by diffuse O-centered functions, the spherically averaged valence density of an oxygen dimer in the same relative alignment as in the linear species was computed for different reduced states (O 2 Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). This leads to the conclusion that the increase in valence density at the Ti center in TiO 2 is indeed caused by remaining charge density on titanium.
The Mulliken and Hirshfeld charges indicate significant contributions of Ti-centered basis functions to the electron density, as already expected from the averaged radial valence density plots, and differ significantly from the expected +4 charge state. The Bader charge analysis predicts the lowest value for the remaining charge on the Ti center of all methods. The minimum distance of the dividing surface to the titanium atom is 0.69 Å for CCSD and 0.72 Å for B3LYP and PBE in the case of a linear molecule and 0.60 Å for CCSD as well as 0.59 Å for B3LYP and PBE in the bent molecule. Comparing these distances to the average density plots in Figure 2 makes clear that the Bader analysis includes the parts of the density previously identified as characteristic of the Ti center. The Bader maxima assigned to the Ti atoms are also in agreement with the radial maxima belonging to Ti shown in Figure 2 , suggesting a correct partitioning of the electron density within the grid-based Bader charge analysis formalism (see Computational Details in the Supporting Information). Because CCSD, B3LYP, and PBE results do not differ significantly regarding density plots and charge analyses, PBE is assumed to be accurate for the purpose of charge analysis and is used in calculations on periodic systems discussed in the next section.
The Bader charge remainder at Ti in the linear TiO 2 molecule obtained with PBE and larger (aug-)cc-pVXZ (X = D,T,Q,5) basis sets were extrapolated to the basis set limit (see Table 1 
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Letter Figure S2 and Computational Details in the Supporting Information). For both basis set series, the remaining charges at Ti converge to the same limit of +2.45, which corresponds to a deviation from the PBE/cc-pVDZ value of 4.3%. Although there is a small basis set influence, it can be stated that charges retrieved from the smaller basis set are in good agreement with the expected basis set limit. The electronic structures of periodic anatase and rutile TiO 2 were obtained using full-potential all-electron calculations (see Computational Details in the Supporting Information). The relaxed geometries are in good agreement with available experimental and theoretical values: a = 3.81 Å (experimental: 27 3.79 Å; theoretical (GGA): 28 3.81 Å) and c = 9.72 Å (9.51 Å, 9.69 Å) for anatase and a = 4.65 Å (4.59 Å, 4.65 Å) and c = 2.97 Å (2.96 Å, 2.97 Å) for rutile. The structures were visualized using the software VESTA 29 and are shown in Figure  3 .
The Ti−O distances in the crystals are 1.96 Å in rutile; they are 1.95 and 2.01 Å in anatase. The spherically averaged valence densities around Ti for both systems are shown in Figure 4 . Once again, the plot exhibits a clear peak of ρ v (r) at the Ti position and a local maximum in its proximity (specifically, in the area of r = 0.2−0.5 Å identified above as coming from 3d Ti valence electrons), suggesting significant valence electron density remaining at the metal atom.
The cumulative charge integrates to unity at around 0.44 Å, including s-and d-type contributions, as in the molecule, but closer to the nucleus due to the increased charge density around the metal center caused by a larger number of coordinating oxygen ligands. Qualitatively, the picture does not change, and the data suggest one remaining electron within a small sphere confined to the metal center and a radius of now approximately 22% of the Ti−O distance. This one-electron charge cannot be assigned to any other atom. Similarly to the molecular case, Mulliken, Hirshfeld, and Bader population analyses were used on the periodic systems, and the results are summarized in Table 2 .
The results differ only slightly from the molecular case with the values of Mulliken charges of Ti atoms in the crystals being between those of linear and bent configurations of the TiO 2 molecules, Hirshfeld charges being lower, and Bader charges being larger than those for the molecules. The corresponding charges for the oxygen atoms are approximately −0.3 with Mulliken and Hirshfeld as well as −1.3 with Bader charge analysis (for a list of all oxygen charges, see Table S2 in the Supporting Information). However, once again, the data suggest a substantial remaining charge on the Ti atom that does not align with the conventional perception of the Ti 4+ state in titanium dioxide compounds. This is in agreement with the observation that the TiO 2 valence band has noticeable Ti dcontributions, as can be seen in the l-projected partial density of states for Ti and O in rutile and anatase, as shown in Figure S3 in the Supporting Information. This observation is in agreement with PDOS plots of titania published in extensive theoretical literature. 6, 8, 9 Also, similar results to those presented here regarding the DOS and charge analyses can be obtained by means of plane wave basis sets and using pseudopotentials. 30, 16 As one can see, commonly used charge analysis schemes suggest that the titanium charge state in molecular and solid TiO 2 is between +0.6 and +2.6. The Bader charge analysis can be considered as the most reliable one in this sequence because it directly evaluates the electron density remainder around the nucleus and is therefore also directly related to the actual charge density; furthermore, the positions of zero-flux surfaces are in good agreement with the distance at which the cumulative charges integrate to unity. It is common to assign integer oxidation states to fractional computed charges. In many instances, there is a clear justification of such an assignment, based, for example, on the analysis of the band structure. 22, 31 In the case of TiO 2 , however, there is no solid justification for assigning, for example, the Bader charge of about +2.5 e to a state Ti 4+ . Yet, such a charge state is implied in the oxidation state that has been universally assumed in the literature as it implies that no further oxidation of the Ti atom is possible. Here, we performed comprehensive analysis of the electronic structure of Ti ions, TiO 2 molecules, and TiO 2 solids; valence density distribution, cumulative charge, and the employed charge analysis schemes suggest, in combination with the l-projected PDOS, a charge state of +3 for Ti. The respective charge state of oxygen would therefore correspond to −1.5. While there is certain latitude in defining what an oxidation state is, we see no reasonable argument by which to assign an oxidation state of +4 to an atom with four valence electrons of which one remains at the atom and far from the The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the ACS Publications website at DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpclett.7b00313.
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